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This report summarizes accomplishments under Contract NASW-II65, "Analytical
Research in Guidance Theory", for the period of May 1965 to April 1966. It is
intended to be a complete, self-standing document. Therefore, material is repeated
here which can be found in a previous Northrop report, "Analytical and Mathematical
Studies for Direct Solutions for Path-Adaptive Guidance Functions" (ref. I). For
those familiar with that report and nomenclature, or the guidance problem itself,
the first three sections of this report may be ignored.
Subsequent sections of this report contain detailed discussions of findings
and related conclusions and suggestions. Major conclusions derived from the study
may be summarized as follows:
• This analytical approach to optimal guidance functions has been verified
as mathematically feasible. Answers obtained from this approach agree
with those from numerical methods.
• An analytical solution (quasi-closed form) of the nonlinear algebraic
equations in the Lagrange multipliers is possible.
• The guidance functions which result from the analytical approach can be
rapidly evaluated; with due consideration of their (present) complexity.
Time required on the IBM 7094 computer is only a few seconds.
• The elimination of insignificant or non-essential terms in the analytical
formulas is difficult and time consuming. What can be dropped from the
formulas for one case cannot always be dropped for another. This study






• The critical expression for time remaining to cutoff is best derived












series of a relatively large number of terms is needed for flights
of over 300 seconds or for large altitude changes. Increasing the
number of terms in this series causes a large amplification of the
complexity of the guidance function.
The availability of fairly reliable and easy to use computer languages
for algebraic manipulations and analytical differentiation contributes
to the feasible undertaking of a large-scale analytical approach to
problems such as this. On a long-term basis, human blunders are mini-
mized, thus saving thousands of man-hours for worthwhile actitlvies.
However, there are still many shortcomings in the use of these languages.
During the period of performance reported, several presentations of pro-
gress and results were made to the NASA Electronics Research Center at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and Headquarters, NASA, at Washington, D. C. A paper was also
presented at the Third Aerospace Sciences Meeting of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics in New York in January 1966 (ref. 2).
Work currently in progress is primarily a continuation and refinement of
what is reported herein. No major extensions of this approach to other cases




























For a rocket vehicle to be steered optimally from some initial point to
some prescribed terminal condition requires that there be a means to determine
the thrust direction (and possibly magnitude) such that the veh$cle will reach
the desired terminal condition by a path which makes some quantity an extremum.
In cases of powered flight for transferring from some specified point to an
orbit, it is desired to use a minimum of propellant.
"Path-Adaptive" guidance has been proposed as a general and versatile
approach to optimal space flight guidance (refs. 4 and 5). The Path-Adaptlve
concept is quite simply stated: The local state of the vehicle is sensed at
some instant during flight, and based on this information an optimal steering
direction is computed. The vehicle is continually adapting according to the
local "environment" by seeking the optimal path from its present conditions to
the terminal conditions. The "environment" or local state can be described by
the state variables of position, velocity, etc.
No attempt is made to return to any standard or reference trajectory. A
new path is determined solely on the local state and required terminal conditions,
which implies that the optimal guidance problems must be repeatedly solved during
powered flight. Because these computations take place on-board the vehicle, It
is desirable to have &eneral solutions for the optimal guidance which are amenable
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If one is willing to trade precision and flexibility for "immediate', results,
there are solutions available. One such solution comes from a purely empirical
approach. For a given class of missions (trajectories and vehicles), a family
of numerical solutions to the guidance problem is obtained. These solutions are
then synthesized into a functional model which is supposed to characterize the
usual behavior of that family of solutions. The model is based on "curve-fittlng"
procedure_ and results are valid only for cases near those from which the solution
is constructed. This approach is discussed in references 6 and 7.
Another approach is to make assumptions about the physical aspects of the
guidance problem such as "flat earth" and "small range angle". Under these
restrictions, solutions to the guidance problem come about more easily, The
approximations are then improved or upgraded by various schemes to yield
approximate solutions.
However, it is implicit in the Path-Adaptive concept that a general approach
be used, and solutions should be obtained which are free of approximations and
restrictions.
This report summarizes the results obtained to date of an investigation of
an analytical approach to Path-Adaptive guidance functions. The particular
problem considered has been relatively simple, yet realistic. The mathematical
approach is entirely analytical and without any gross approximations. The
results shown are quite general and are a first step toward the solution of more

























AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO OPTIMAL GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS '
2.1 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS AS THE OPTIMIZATION METHOD
The optimal guidance problem to be considered can be stated as follows:
"Given a slngle-stage vehicle at some initial position and velocity, find the
path which transfers the vehicle to a specified terminal condition and which
requires a minimum amount of propellant".
Use of the calculus of variations does not lead directly to a solution;
instead, a set of necessary conditions to be satisfied by the solution is
{
developed. Among these necessary conditions is a set of differential equations_
known as the Euler-Lagrange equations, which are related to the equations of
motion for the vehicle. The control variables are those which may be deliberately
changed during flight to control the vehicle's performance and thrust direction.
In addition to these conditions there are others which are related to the speci-
fied initial and terminal condition_ on the flight and are known as transversallty
conditions, The sets of differential equations involve the state variables and
control variables.
2.2 THE TWO-POINT BOUNDARY CONDITION PROBLEM
The guidance problem is now expressed as a set of necessary conditions to be
satisfied by the unknown guidance function. The control variable (the angle
associated with thrust direction, for example) will appear (implicitly) in the
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conditions, to obtain a value for the control variable. In such cases the
differential equations are subject to boundary conditions at both the initial
and final values of the independent variable. Usually some of the initial or
final values of the control variables are not known and must be guessed. A
trial integration of the differential equations is then carried out until the
boundary conditions are approximately satisfied. The integration is then repeated,
using adjusted guesses, until the boundary conditions are satisfied within some
required tolerance. This procedure is, of course, numerical and is sometimes
called "shooting" which probably best describes the process.
l
2.3 AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO SOLUTION
The approach described above is essentially a trial-and-error method
designed to compute numerical solutions. Path-Adaptlve guidance demands answers
repeatedly during the flight. The time required to carry out the numerical
solution to the two-point boundary value problem is too slow for purposes of
guidance, even if there is assurance of convergence within a reasonable number
of iterations. It is therefore desirable to have an analytical expression for
the guidance function which can be evaluated at any time from measured values
for the state variables.
The analytical approach used was to expand the terminal conditions of the
flight in Taylor series about an interval of time, which is the flight time.
The coefficients of these series may then be evaluated in terms of the known
values of the state variables at the initial time. The differential equations
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system of equations from which the control variable may be obtained. The solution
of these algebraic equations for the control variable is in terms of the coefficients
of the series expansions for the terminal condltions,.and these coefficients are in
terms of quantities which can be measured at the initial time.
The details of this analytical approach are more clearly described in Section
III in which the approach is used to solve for the guidance function for optimal
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3 •I PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem may be stated as follows: "For a slngle-stage rocket vehicle
at some initial position and velocity, what is the thrust direction required to
transfer it from that point to a circular orbit, such that the propellant expended
is a minimum?" The assumptions regarding the vehicle and its flight are itemized
as follows:
W Out of atmosphere flight
• Non-rotating, spherical earth
• Thrust magnitude and mass flow rate are constant
• Trajectory and final circular orbit are coplanar.
The equations of motion for the vehicle are, in first-order form:
=[sin×- v (I)
m x
_, =F cosX - V (2)
m y
= u (3)
9 = v (4)
where the angle X is the steering angle (control variable) and is measured
from the launch vertical to the local thrust direction as shown schematically














































_3 = llVxx + X2Vxy
+
4 = _IV_y _2Vyy





Further requirements are that
2 2
11+12=1
_i v - 12 u + 13 y - 14 x = 0
must hold at the initial point of the flight. These two equations will be












The terminal conditions on the flight are given as three functions which
describe a circular orbit.
F I = (x 2 + y2 _ R2co)co = 0
F 2 = (u 2 + v 2 - V_o)co = 0
I F3 = (xu + YV)co = 0
"Radius" (13 )
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I
where the subscript "co" indicates a value at cutoff time. These functions are





Equations (i0) and (II) imply that
and
sinx = _i + _2
2
cosX = X2 + _'2
i (_i)o = sin X° or X ° = sin'l(ll)o










Therefore a solution for one of the Lagrange multipliers (li)o is a solution
for Xo. The solution must satisfy equations (I) through (9) for any time. At
the initial time, equations (ii) and (12) must be satisfied, and equations (13)
through (15) must be satisfied at the terminal time.
The terminal time with respect to the initial time is unknown.
and the initial time as t , define
this unknown time as tco o
Denoting





3.2 APPROACH TO SOLUTION
It can be seen that a solution for one of the multipliers as an expression
explicitly in terms of the state variables (evaluated at initial time) and the
3-4









vehicle and mission parameters such as _, F, Rco, and Vco
Adaptive guidance function.
is the desired Path-
or
Xi = F(x,y,u,v,m,F,_,Vco,Rco)o
X = G(x,y,u,v,m,F,m,Vco,Rco)o (20)
To obtain this expression, four simultaneous algebraic equations in the four
unknown Lagrange multipliers are developed. The multlpllers occur explicitly
and their coefficients are in terms of the variables shown in equation (20).
Two of the four equations needed are already available; they are the scaling
and transversallty equations, equations (ll) and (12). The other two are obtained
i from equations (13) through (15) in the following manner:
'
Equations (13) through (15) are expanded in Taylor series about the interval
I At = (tco - to). These three terminal conditions are then expressed in terms of
l initial conditions as
_o,p 1 dn
i FI= in n' --
• dtn






o,p 1 dn (u2+v2-V2co) ° (at) n = 0 (22)
F2 = In n! dtn
F3 [o,p 1 dn )n= n: (xu+yv)° (nt = 0
dt n
(23)
The coefficients of At in equations (21) through (23) are evaluated at to , but






! If equation (22), for example, is written as the finite series or polynomial,
I
o,p v













the unknown At may be solved for in terms of the known An. The technique for
obtaining an analytical expression for At is known as "series reversion" or
"series inversion". The mechanics of this procedure are given in reference 8
!










At = In Bn Zn (24)
•V2 - (u2+V2)o
CO
2(u6 -F V_) O
i
(u_ + v_ + _2 + _2)/2(u6 '+ v_)
•I ... I .,
i_ uu + _ _w + 6_ + _)/2(u6 + v_)
i
= -A 2
= 2A 2 _ A3
Tables 3-1 through 3-3 llst the expansions of equations (21) through (23).
An expression for At in terms of variables which can be evaluated at the initial
i
I
time has now been obtained and can be substituted into the two series given by
























The result of the substitution reduces equations (21) through (23) to two equations.
o,p[_ dnF1 = in I! dt n x.-%o)(l _ an =o0
(25)
o,p[,dO o,qzO)O]F2 In _" dtn o (26)
These two equations can be put in explicit terms of the Lagrange multipliers by
repeated substitutions of equations (I) through (8); and together with the scaling
and transversality equation they form a system of four algebraic equations in the
four multlpliers.
i " k 14 = 0Rijk£ 11 12J 13
i I_ k _ = 0[ Qijk£ Ii X3 14
<_+_ _>°0






where i+j+k+£ = 0,I,2,... and Rijk£ = f(x,y,u,v,m,F,m,Rco,Vco) and similarly
for Qijk£"
Equations (25) and (26) are put in the form shown in equations (28)by
putting the Taylor Series coefficients in equations (21) through (23) in terms
of the multipliers. This involves a large amount of algebra, and the end result
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of u and v up through the nth order. As an example of this, consider the first
three terms of the expansion of equation (21)
F1 = (x 2 .W2_R 2co)o + 2(xu+YV)o(_) + (x&+y_+u2+v2)(_:)2 + ...
O
From equations (1) and (2), the 6 and _ terms are:
6 = F slnx - V
m x
=F_ cos× - V
m y
With equations (16) and (17) these become
F kl
= V





m _ 2 Y+ k2
at any time. For time t , equation (Ii) applies and the _ and _ become
O




Higher order derivatives of u and v are obtained by differentiating equations
(29) and (30) and applying equation (II) after the differentiation to evaluate
the formula at t • Equations (5) through (8) are applied to eliminate time
O























y, u, and v. When all n orders of these derivatives have been obtained they may
be substituted into equations (24) through (26) and then brought to the form
shown in equations (28). A considerable amount of labor is requlred to obtain
these latter equations.
3.3 SOLUTION OF THE RESULTING ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
Equations (28) are nonlinear. It is desired to have an analytical expression
for the unknown multipliers in terms of their coefficients, so that an expression
of the form shown in equation (20) is obtained.
A method for the solution of these equations was developed whioh yields an
analytical solution. It has been tested numerically and compares well with
conventional numerical methods, and a proof of its validity has been given (ref. 9).
For simplicity, the method is called "Successive Substitutions". It is best
illustrated by an example.
Suppose it is required to solve the equations
2
Jl = al0 Xl + a01 x2 + a20 Xl + a
2
ii XlX2 + a02 x2 + "'"
J2 = bl0 Xl + b01 x2 + b20 x_ +bll XlX 2 + b02 x_ + ...
let an approximate solution for x I and x2 be given by
ao l 1
x_l)= _2 b01 andx_I)- Ibl°_2
al0 a011 lal0 a011
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This "first approximation" obtained from linear terms only is then substituted
into the second-degree terms, and the higher degree terms are ignored. This gives
_ ÷allx_l))÷aO2xi =aloX1÷aOlX2
and again the linear terms are solved to obtain a "second approximation".
jil) aOl
(2) j(1) (2)








In general, the (k+l)st approximation is obtained by treating the linear terms as
unknowns and substituting the kth approximation into all other terms up through
the (k+l)st degree. Any order "approximation" can be displayed in an analytical
form.
This technique was applied to equations (28), and good results were obtained.
Before it could be applied, however, the determinant of linear terms in the
multipliers had to be made non-zero. This was done by judicious substitutions
of equation (ii) to ensure that linear terms in all four multipliers would occur
explicitly in the radius and orthogonallty equations. The scaling equation was




















2 12 14_1__611 = (i - _2 )_ : i - _ 12 - _ 12 16 12
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Because the angle × usually runs from around 70 ° to 140 °, the series is
quite accurate (for the number of terms taken) around 90 ° because 12 is small.
This method for solving the algebraic equations is fairly simple. It is
based on the fact that the multipliers are all much smaller than their coeffi-
cients, and these coefficients remain about the same magnitude while products of



















Table 3-1. SERIES EXPANSION FOR RADIUS EQUATION




F 1 = _'6 _ n (At) n
= (x2 + y2 2
o - Rco)o
A 1 = 2(xu + YV)o
X 2 =(x_ + y_ + u2 + v2) °
- 1 1
A3 =!(_ x_ + _ yv" + uu + v_) °
- _2 -.. 1 1.,, 1 1 .2 I_2)oA4 = ( xu +_-_Y_'+_uu +_+_u +
IV IV
I 1 I 'u'"+u 1%{;.+ I I
_5=(_ _u +F6 sv +l_ _ g_+g_)o
V V IV IV
_ _ _ _ _ _= xu+3-FSyv+g'6uu +T6 vv +l"_




















Table 3-2. SERIES EXPANSION FOR VELOCITY EQUATION
= ?0,6 1 dn (x 2 + y2 R2 )o(at)n
O = F 1 in n ! din - co
OR
F1 = _0n'6 Bn (At)n
L= (u2 +v 2 _ R_o)°
_I = 2(u& + _4)o
_2= (u_+_'+u 2+v2)o
i ... i .., v) °g3 = u u +gvv+G_l+_,"
IV IV
1 _.., 1 _,_'+ 1 ,_,2 1 ,,2.
+_ u +_ _ +_v )o
V V IV
_5 1 I i [,.= (F6 u u +F6v v +y_ t Z .d.+ t., .,,+ _ _ v _)o
VI VI
g6 1 1= (-f%--6uu +_-6vv
V V IV
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1 O = F 1
Table 3-3. SERIES EXPANSION FOR ORTHOGONALITY EQUATION








c" = (xu + r_)°o
_i = (x_ + _ + u 2 + V2)o
-- ½ .. i .. 3 3c2=( xu+_yv+_u_+_v_) o
1
_3 (! .-+I ... 2 2 .. I 2 i 2)= 6 xu _yv+_u_+_vv+_-_ +_ o
i IV IV
C4 = (_ x u + _4 y v + 5 ,o. 5 -.. 5 ,o 5
. 2--fu u + _ v v + y_ _ u + y_ _ V)
_5 i v I v I Iv I iv I _.4.+I_._.
<i__xu+l_i_dyv+__6u u +T6vv +_
1 +_2 _2 + i_._2)o
IV
_6 1 VI I VI 7 V 7 V 7 u u(Tf6 xu +755Y v +7[6uu+7_dvv+2- _
IV
7 ' 7 °* ",- 7 ,, ,,._
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SECTION IV
SOLUTION FOR STEERING FUNCTION
4ol INTRODUCTION
So far, the basic analytical approach to the guidance problem has been
given° In Section III, when the At expression was obtained by reversion and.
then substituted to get equations (25) and (26), a natural division of the
study was pos&ible. Instead of carrying through all the algebraic substitu-
tions i_nediately, the study was divided into two parts. One part was to
investigate the At expression with the use of true values for the multipliers.
The other part was to study the solution for the multipliers with the use of
true values for re.
When satisfactory solutions for each sub-problem had been accomplished,
the algebraic expressions for At and those used for the multipliers would be
combinedo If the combination is done first, it is inconvenient to carry out
any appreciable anal_sls. For this reason, the substitution of the At expres-
sion was postponed until both problems could be analyzed independently, One
series for At, valid for a certain class of trajectories, was chosen for sub-
stitution, However, this selection is not as accurate as would be desired for
long flight times. These results are discussed in Section Vl.
In this section the results of the study of the equations used to obtain
the multipliers are summarized. The analysis shown here is based on equations
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Before proceeding further, it should be made clear how nominal data is used
to test the guidance formulas. First, a nominal flight is computed numerically
by the methods described in Section 2.2. An initial point is chosen, and the
circular orbit radius is specified along with the vehicle's thrust, specific
impulse, weight, etc. The differential equations are then integrated, and a
print-out of the numerical results is obtained. Among the quantities of interest
printed are the multipliers, steering angle, mass,position, velocity, acceleration,
etc. These are printed at two-second intervals so that a time history of these
quantities is available. This set of data is called a "nominal" trajectory.
Now, using the data for position, velocity, mass, and the cutoff and
vehicle parameters at any point on this nominal, the analytically derived
guidance formulas may be numerically evaluated and the analytically predicted
values compared with those predicted by the nominal at the same point.
From one nominal time history a number of cases can be obtained by testing
the guidance formulas for a sequence of time points beginning at the start of
the nominal trajectory and going up until near the cutoff time. The nominal
data is used strictly for comparison, not for generation of any guidance formulas.
Generally the nominal data is regarded as exact, but in fact it is not.
It is not known what errors might exist in the nominal values, but they should
be very small. Thus, nominal values and those predicted by analytical formulas
which disagree in the neighborhood of one percent or so may be essentially the
same values.
A computer program named "TOPSY" was used to process this nominal data























Further details on this program are given in Section VIII.
4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROTS EQUATIONS
Equations (28) are known as the "ROTS" equations because they come from
the Radius, Orthogonality, Transversality, and Scaling equations. The velocity
equation was used to solve for At. Depending upon which series was used to
obtain the At, there were two other systems of equations possible, "VOTS" and
"RVTS"; both analogous to the ROTS equations. In the VOTS equations the radius
equation was used to get the At expression, and in the RVTS the orthogonality
equation was used to get At.
Further investigation of the VOTS and RVTS equations confirmed what
had been reported earlier in reference I. These two systems of equations do
not generally produce accurate solutions for the multipliers in comparison to
the ROTS equations. In general, use of the velocity condition to get At and
the ROTS equations to obtain the multipliers was determined to be the best choice.
The orders of series used in equations (21) and (23) ranged from third
through fifth. Corresponding to each order of series used, a different set
of ROTS equations was derived. Table 4-1 shows the "R" and "Q" coefficients
as derived from a fifth-order series for the radius condition and a fourth-
order series for the orthogonality condition. The algebra through which these
coefficients were derived was explained in Section 3.2. The notation "ROTS
(l,J)" denotes the system of algebraic equations in the multipliers that is
obtained from Taylor series of order "I" for the radius conditions and order
"J" for the orthogonality condition. Note that A t appears explicitly in
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Because the formulas involved in this study are so complicated, it is
generally difficult to predict or even speculate accurately about the inter-
relationships of the above parameters. From the series expansions it would
seem that the interval At should be selected as a criterion for the orders of
series required. However, At is itself an unknown parameter in the problam
and ultimately depends upon the initial and terminal flight conditions and
vehicle parameters. An attempt was made to relate errors in the X values with
At, AR, and the orders of series used. A corresponding analysis is made in
Section V for the At expression. The groups of nominal cases used for the
error analysis are displayed in Table 4-2.
A topic that needs clarification is that of the relative errors of solutions.
The relative errors are determined in the conventional manner as:
Relative Error = True - Approximate
True
where "True" is the nominal value and ',Approximate" is the value obtained from
the analytical solution. Percent error is i00 times the relative error.
Percent errors are generally used in this report because they are immediately
meaningful in the sense of "goodness" of results. Thus a one percent error
indicates a good correlation between nominal values and analytical results,
while a 30 percent error does not. It should be understood that the errors
reported cannot be exact and have no genuine usefulness when considered
individually° At most they should be regarded as a relative index to the
correlation of nominal and analytical results. Suppose, for example, that
one set of ROTS equations gives an error of five percent and another gives























that both solutions are fairly good and the latter is the better.
494 SOLUTION OF THE ROTS EQUATIONS
Two methods were used to obtain numerical solutions with the nominal
values of the multipliers used as initial approximations. These solutions are
considered to be the actual roots of the equations which were closest to the
desired roots. No attempt was made to find other sets of roots. The method
of Successive Substitutions, described in Section 3.3, was also used to solve
for the mu]tipiiers. This method was programmed to produce numerical results,
and the actual development of an explicit expression for the multipliers was
not done° To do so is straightforward but laborious, and the same information
could be obtained numerically without going through a mass of algebra. In
most cases, both the Newton-Raphson and Successive Substitution methods yield
values for the multipliers which are near the nominal values. For cases where
the solutions are not close to nominal values both methods produce solutions
which are near each other.
In some cases the Newton-Raphson method did not converge to any value,
while the Successive Substitution method did. In some of these cases the
results of the Successive Substitutions were quite close to nominal values.
Time has not permitted a detailed investigation of this non-convergence. It
was probably caused by too small a tolerance specified for the iterates in
the convergence tests. Other cases of non-convergence are due to inaccurate


























In this section the behavior of the solutions of the ROTS equations are
described and analyzed. In particular, the effects of At, series truncation
error, and change in altitude, AR, are investigated. There are several reasons
for this interpretation. First, the nominal data is not exact and the maximum
possible error in it is not known. Secondly, digital computers truncate numbers
instead of rounding after an arithmetical operatio_ and an unfortunate sequence
of truncations can degrade accuracy. The relative error, which isdirectly
related to the number of significant digits compared, is also determined to
some extent by the iteration tolerance specified by the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
Generally, good correlation was obtained between nominal values for the
multipliers and those predicted by the analytical solution. Figures 4-1 through
4-4 are representative time histories of the percent errors in hI and %2 as
obtained by the Newton-Raphson and Successive Substitution methods. The
independent variable is At, and it goes from a maximum at the origin to zero
at cutoff. Actually, each of these figures represents a number of cases; each
of which is different with respect to initial conditions and time-to-cutoff,
but having the same terminal conditions and vehicle specifications.
Tables 4-3 through 4-162 are tabulations representative of the actual
numerical values obtained for the four multipliers and the steering angle.
The solutions are shown to several digits and should give an indication of
accuracy in terms of significant digits instead of relative errors. These
























an unintentional "perturbation" was introduced through a key punch error.
107At t = 130 sec. the nominal value for the x-coordinate is 0.26303181 x ,
O
and the value used was 0.29303181 x 107 . This caused a large error in the I
solutions, but had a comparatively small effect on the X value.)
A characteristic of the solutions is the oscillation of their errors as
sho_m in Figures 4-1 through 4-4. The magnitude of the errors appears to be
a sinusoidal function of time. The apparent discontinuity in the I error is2
a large relative error of several hundred percent. This behavior was noted
for all cases. The cause of the errors in the solutions is the accuracy of
the scaling equation when expanded in the binomial series. The expansion of
II into terms of 12 is accurate for II in the neighborhood of 90 degrees.
Recall that X1 = sin X and 12 = cos )! yet, while 11 is well represented, for
the number of terms taken, 12 is less accurately represented near 9Odegrees.
The result is a sudden and large error in the solution for 12as the steering
angle, X , goes through 90 degrees.
In Figure 4-5 a plot of _I' as calculated from the expanded scaling
equation, is shown as a function of X. In Figure 4-6 a plot of 12 as a
function of X is shown.
There are additional sources of error in computing the nominal values of
the multipliers from the nominal values for X_s. The FORTRAN routines for
sine and cosine lose accuracy when these functions are close to zero. The
nominal X values are also in error by some small amount. Errors are also
introduced because of the inability to compute precisely the coefficients Qoooo
and R for values of At near zero. In these coefficients the term, xu+yv,
0000























never quite becomes zero and the error in these coefficients affects the
solution of the ROTS equations. Its effect is evident when the error increases
near cutoff instead of becoming zero.
Three of the equations used in the ROTS equations are truncated series.
The remainder terms for the radius and orthogonality series, as evaluated
from nominal data, are shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. Nominal data for these
figures corresponds with that for Figures 4-1 through 4-4. Remainder terms
for the radius series are well behaved and drop to comparatively small values
as At decreases. The wild variations in the remainder terms for the orthogonality
series have been traced to the miscalculation of the term xu + yv described above.
There seems to be only a slight effect of this error in the solution for the
multipliers.
We assert that the "approximate" error in II for the condition of maximum
At is, in fact, the largest error. As At and AR decrease, the errors in the
solutions of the ROTS equations also decrease.
In order to determine the relationships between the accuracy of the
solutions of the ROTS equations and the parameters of AR, At, and orders of
series used, a number of solutions were obtained and compared with each other.
The nominal cases used for numerical tests were those shown in Table 4-2.
The assertion that the maximum error in the solution of the ROTS equations occurs
for maximumAt on any nominal case is essential in the subsequent analysis.
However, this assumption could be replaced with the use of an average error
for a nominal flight or use of the maximum error, should the initial error
not be the apparent maximum. In either case the behavior of the relationships






















of maximum At on a nominal flight, was chosen for comparison when changes
were made in AR, At, and orders of series used.
Figure 4-9 shows the improvement in accuracy as higher order series are
used in the ROTS equations. In these cases the changes in altitude (radius
at ignition to radius at cutoff) range from slightly over ten kilometers to
almost 20 kilometers, and the corresponding flight times are from 170.34 seconds
to 178.71 seconds. There is a significant improvement in accuracy from the ROTS
(3, 3) to ROTS (4, 3) equations. For this range of AR, not much improvement
is obtained from the ROTS (4, 4) to ROTS (5, 4) equations. The contribution
of the extra term in the radius series is still not apparent when larger AR
values are considered, as shown in Figure 4-10. But when AR increases over
50 kilometers, the effect of the extra term is noticeable. Usually the Newton-
Raphson method fails to converge to any root when applied to the ROTS (4, 3) and
ROTS (4, 4) equations for AR over 50 kilometers. For the ROTS (5, 4) equations,
solutions can still be obtained, although their errors begin to increase rapidly.
To show the effect of At on the errors of the solutions, nominal cases were
obtained which have a constant _R but varying thrust levels to cause different
flight times. Table 4-163 shows the increase in error in _i as flight time is
incr ea sed.
Figure 4-11 is a plot of the initial percent error of the Newton-Raphson
solution versus AR. The equations solved were the ROTS (4, 3) equations for
cases where varying thrust levels were used to obtain varying flight times.
Similar results were obtained for other orders of ROTS equations. The points
at R = 19.78 Km correspond with those shown in Table 4-163. As the figure
indicates, very little increase in error is incurred until the thrust drops to
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A final test of the accuracy of the steering angle was the simulation
of a flight, using the solutions of the ROTS equations computed on the
basis of nominal At values. This was accomplished by integrating the
equations of motion from nominal ignition conditions to the specified terminal
conditions. The steering angle values were obtained from the ROTS equations
at each time step. Coefficients of the multipliers in these equations were
evaluated from current values for the state variables as predicted by
the numerical integration from the previous time point. The integration method
used was the conventional fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. Integration
time steps were 0.i seconds. Difficulties were encountered in computing
solutions near the terminal conditions because of the truncation errors
mentioned previously. Instead of flying all the way to orbit, a "target
point" was selected which was a position and velocity a few seconds prior
to injection. At this point comparisons were made between nominal values
and those achieved by flying according to the analytical solution. As a
check on the accuracy of the simulation, nominal data (including the steering
_ngle) was used to integrate the equations of motion for a test case with the
aim of reproducing the nominal case. The nominal was not exactly reproduced,
it was in error at the target point by about ten to fifteen meters in x and
y and less than one meter per second in u and v. It was determined that
this error was caused by the integration step size and an attempt was made
to reduce the error by altering the step size. However, step sizes smaller
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could have been obtained by use of extended precision arithmetic in the integra-
tion subroutine but storage limitations precluded this being done conveniently.
Because of this situation, the errors in the simulation results should
not be taken as absolutely accurate. Inmost cases they are probably more
accurate than indicated.
Some sample results of the simulation of a flight according to the
analytical solution are shown in Table 4-164. The ROTS equations of different
orders were used to obtain the chi values for substitution into the equations
of motion. In addition, solutions of the ROTS equations obtained from various
substitution steps were used. Table 4-16_ shows results for the solutions of
the ROTS (4,3) equations for four nominal cases: AA-I, AA-24, AA-IC, and AA-24C.
The solution of a differential equation is dependent upon the initial
conditions specified. It can be seen that the steering angle computed from
the third substitution of the Successive Substitution method leads to somewhat
better accuracy at the target point than do the higher order substitution steps.
A comparison of the relative errors of the substitution steps in Figures 4-1
through 4-4 shows that the third substitution has a small error initially and
thus does not propagate as large an integration error to the target point as
do the higher order steps. As expected, accuracy was degraded as AR and At
increased and improved as the order of the ROTS equations increased. The effect
of At was probably to allow for more propagated integration errors, rather than



























The ultimate success of this formal analytical approach depends upon the
convergence of the series used to develop a solution for the initial Lagrange
multipliers. At the beginning there is no definite standard for "convergence".
A qualitative requirement is that the series have sufficient terms to permit
the multipliers to be accurately calculated from them. What orders of series
are necessary is determined by using numerically integrated, or nominal, trajectories
as guidelines.
For a high-thrust, chemical rocket, series of order four or five provide
good accuracy for altitude changes of up to 50 kilometers. The series also
become progressively more accurate as At (and AR) decrease during a flight. As
a convenient index to the orders of series required, the parameter 8R presently
seems to be a good choice. This quantity should be predictable in advance of
a flight and determine orders of series needed. Further investigation of
these topics would be desirable, particularly for cases where low thrust iS
involved. For certain ranges of thrust values, _t probably becomes a pr_y
influence on the choice of series, rather than Z_R (c.f., Figure 4-11).
Accurate values for X can be obtained either numerically or through an
explicit formula in terms of the initial conditions and specified terminal
conditions. The calculations for A2 are inaccurate for X values around 90
degrees. However, this inaccuracy shows little influence on %1" When X values
begin to approach 180 degrees an alternate set of formulas could be _sed
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In Tables 45-3 through 4-162 the Successive Substitution method applied
to the ROTS (5, 3) and ROTS (5, 4) equations does not always yield values as
accurate as those for the ROTS (4, 3) or ROTS (3, 3) equations. This method
depends upon the degree of the terms in the multipliers; and intuitively,
one expects better convergence if the lower degree terms are the largest
in magnitude. Ideally, one would llke to have the linear terms to account for
most of the sum of the terms in the equations:
i • ik £IRij_ _1 _ 3 _4=0
[ Qijk& I 2 34 = O.
To some extent the terms of these equations can be rearranged by substituting the
scaling equation "in a judicious manner". For example, the term R2001 can be
replaced by two terms when the scaling equation is substituted. Let 121-- 1 - %22
- A2 I The result
_n_00__ _ _00_<_ _ _ _00__ _00__ _
is two terms; one of them a linear term, and the other one smaller than the
original term for values of chi around 90 degrees. This substitution can also
be used to simplify the ROTS equations by combination of terms after the
substitution. The ROTS (4, 3) equations were developed with this term-
rearrangement used to assure dominant linear and quadratic terms. The method
is based on trial-and-error and thus takes time. Because of the time required,
the extensions of the series to the ROTS (5, 3) and ROTS (5, 4) have not been
adjusted to assure the desired dominant terms. Thus the Successive Substitution
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Table 4-1. R AND Q COEFFICIENTS IN TERMS OF STATE
VARIABLES AND AT,.'FOR FIFTH-ORDER RADIUS
SERIES AND FOURTH-ORDER ORTHOGONALITY SERIES
R = (R2 - R2 ) + 2(xu +yv)(At) + -(V2 - xV
0000 0 CO 0 X
yVy) (at) 2 1l !xvV - _-_Vxy- + (" _ XUVxx " 3 xy
1 - uV - vV)(At)3 + 1 XVxVxx
- _yvVyy x y (T2
l xVyVxy 1 z xuvV - l xv2V+ "_ - "_" xu2Vxxx - _" xxy _ xyy
I I yVV + I 1 yU2Vxxy I+i_ xy i_yvyv -l_ -_vv











_v_ +Iv,+_ ,y" 3 yy x _ V )(At) 4 + (_ xuV2xx








" _ xu2vVxxxy - _-_ xuV2Vxxyy
I xv3V + i V
- 6-o x_y _-6yUVxx xy
I yvV 2
+ _'6 xy + 6-_ yuVxyVyy




I yu3Vxx_y i I" _ . - 2-0 yu2vVxxyy - 2-0 yuv2VxyFy
1
I vVyVyy+ I UVxVxx + _ VVxVxy +
1 _ ! 2v l l
+ _ UVyVxy 4 vu xxy " 4 uv2Vxyy - _ U3Vxxx
I












(x )(_t)2+ (-Tx_+u )(At)3 +(_x_
1 F 1 F 1 F M I F )(At)4
-_x_v - v - u---x_ _Y_ xy _ sM _v
_0 F 1 F 1 F M+( x_uV - x vV + x Vxxx F6 _ xxy g_ _ _x_
1 FH= 1 F 1 F
- _ x_- _ - F_ Y_" V y - _ y_ Vyy
1 F'M_ .I F 1 F 1 F
+_u___u_v - v v - vxx _ M xy _u xx
1 VVxy F F M- _ _ + _ Vx_ R)(_t) 5
1 FM
= (y_)(At)2 +(.gy_+ F 1 FR0100 v _)(At) 3 + (- _ x _ V
I F F i F M I F Vy)(_t)4+_y_ - y_Vyy - _v_- _!
1 F 1 F A M+ (-F6 x _ u V_xy F6x_v v + x F
" xyy M Vxy!
R2010 =
1 lqF
+_d Y v _
1 F I F
" i6 y _ u Vxyy - _ y _ v Vyyy
t
I F M
+_-_ y _ Vyy _
"I F i F ], + _yE l_I- ... _
-_U_Vy+g,,_- ._. g_
IF IF
-_uv - vv (at) 5
xy 6 M yy)








I F (At)3 + (_ i F M + I F 4 i_ F
= (_x_) _x_ _u_)(_t) + (- x_Vxx
I F 1 F M-_ I F 1 F M 1 F Vx )(at)5
.-_x_V + x -- - y V ---u---- -yy i-6 M "i_ M xy 6 MM 6M






i F (At)3 + (_ i F MRln0= (3 y_) _ y_
i F 4
+ _ v _)(at)
I F 1 F
+(-_x_v - vxy _YM
o
1 F.M I F (at)5
._v_-E_V) Y
i F (at)3 + (. I F 5R0201 = (3 y _) _6 x _ Vxy)(At)
_'/
1 F + 1 F__
M
I I FRO001 = (" 3 y _ )(at)3
I _2 F 1 F
R2_O0 = ( x _ Vxy + _'_ y _ Vxx
! i F+_x_vV xyy
I F 4 6_ F
-_-_y_Vyy)(at) + ( x_uVxxy
I F M I F + i F
- _ x _ Vxy _ + _-_y _ u Vxxx _'dY _ v Vx_
I F I F M 1 F M
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= 1 F +(_0 xR1220 (- _ x )(dr)4
o
F M I F) 5
R1202 = -R1220
1
RI002 = 3 R1220
I F - - I F I F
R0300 = (- _-_ x _ Vxy)(,At) 4 + (- _'_ x _ u Vxxy - _-_ x _ v Vxyy
i _ F I F (At)5
+ _d x Vxy _ _ - i_ u _ v v)























1 FM 1 F 4 3_ F 1 F(_x_-_u_)(at) + ( x_v - x
x_ _-6 _vyy
I z _ z F M F V)(_t)5
R3000 I F Vxy)(at)4 I F
= (- _ y_ + (- _-6y_UVxxy
1 F H 1 F Vxy)(at)5+ _-_ Y _ Vxy _ - _-_v_
1 F
_ F 3 FM
R2120 _ (I Y _)(At)4 + (. 2-6 y M
1 F
+ _ v R)(_c)5
R2102 = -R2120
R2001 1 FM 1 F 1 FVxy I F( y_-_v )(_t)4+(-_x_ +_y_Vyy
- _ y _ Vx_"--1oy_z + _ _ _ _ + _ vy)(_t)5
_F 3 F.I_R1211 = ( Y _)(At) 4 + (- _-_ y _ + _ v )(At) 5
_= 1 F 1 FM 1 F























R0120 = ½ RI011
2 1 F F _)(At)5R2000 = (I F2)(At)4 + (. 6 M M
R0200 _ R2000
3
R4030 ----_ _ R0010
R .... 3 F 3 F
JLIu = (_-6x _ Vxy + i-6v_- Vxx)(at)5
R3121 = 3 R4030 = - _ R0010
2__ F 3 FR3101 = ( x _ Vxx " 2-O y M Vxy)(At)5
3 F + 3 F + 3 F Vxy)(At)5R2210 = (- _-6 x _ Vxx _-_ x _ Vyy _y
R2212 =3 R4030 = - _ R0010
3 F 3 F 3 F
R2201 = "10(--=-x _ V + V -xy 2-0 y M xx 2-oY MVyy )(At)5
36
R2030 = " 10 4030 =_6R0010
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RII03 = . _ R4030 = _-_ R0010
i
3 F
R1310= (-_ x _ vy
3 F
+ _-_ y _ Vyy)(at) 5
I F 3 FRI301 = ('_0 x _ V + )(At) 5yy _ Y _ Vxy
I " " 3
R1303 = R4030 = . _ R0010
I
1 3
I R0030 = _ R4030 = -_--_R0010




R3130 = - 4 R0001
9
R2221 = 3 R3130 = - _ R0001
I 9 27Rll12 = _ _ R3130 = _-_ R0001
I 3 9
RII30 = . _ R3130 = _-_ R0001
I 4-31
DO




















= _ _ R0001
12 36
%203 = - i-6%13o =r6 %ool
(Continued)
4 12
R0021 = . _-_R3130 =_R0001
I 1 3
Rooo3= g Ro4oa= g R3t3o= -Y6 R0001
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Table 4-2. DESCRIPTION OF NOMINAL CASES
USED IN ERROR ANALYSES
NOMINAL THRUST AR FLIGHT TIME
CASE (K Ib) (KM) (SEC)
NUMBER
9.78 170.34
STD. AA-1 200 (MIN) (MIN)
to to to
STD. AA-24 18.78 178.71
(9 cases) (MAX) (MAX)
9.78 195.26
STD. AA-iA 175 (MIN) (MIN)
to to to
STD. AA-24A 18.78 203.60
(9 cases) (MAX) (MAX-----'Y-
9.78 229.41
STD. AA-IB 150 (MIN-----_ (MIN)
to
to to
STD AA- 248 18.78 237.98




STD. AA-24C 18.78 373.74
(9 cases) (MAX) (MAX)
19.77 179.81
S TD. AA- 27 20 0 (MIN) (MIN)
to to
STD. AA-151 121.77 301.53
(29 cases) (MAX) (MAX)
All cases begin flight at same position and velocity coordinates,
Rignition = 6555931.8 m
Vignit ion 6780.6832 m/sec






















TABLES 4-3 THROUGH 4=162
The following tables display solutions of the ROTS equations for hI, h2,
h3, and %4 as obtained by the method of Successive Substitutions and by the Newton-
Raphson method, denoted by the subscript _n-r"o Values for Chi are shown
as computed from sin -I hI where hI is calculated by the Newton-Raphson method.
True, or nominal, values are shown for h,s and Chi for comparison.
Results are shown for tests against eight nominal trajectories: AA-I, AA-24,
AA-IA, AA-24A, AA-IB, AA-24B, AA-IC, and AA-24Co These are the same nominal
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Table 4-163 COMPARISON OF lI SOLUTIONS FOR DIFFERENT
ORDERS OF ROTS EQUATIONS WITH CONSTANT
AR AND VARIABLE AT
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SOLUTION FOR TIME-TO-CUTOFF FUNCTION
5.1 INTRODUGTION
In this section the results of an analysis of the time-to-cutoff
function are discussed. The analysis is based on the use of true or nominal
values for the multipliers. As previously stated, the guidance problem was
divided into two parts, the solution for the multipliers based on true At
and solutions for At based on true multiplier values. Each part was analyzed
somewhat independently of the other.
The At studies are particularly critical. The entire guidance problem
solution hinges on obtaining an accurate representa£ion for At. The accuracy
of the steering angle obtained from the ROTS equations, or some analagous
system of equations, depends on At. Ultimately, the mass loss 4epend's on At,
and its accuracy determines the degree of optimality achievable. A more
immediate and bothersome problem is the complexity of the resulting formulas
after a At expression is substituted into the ROTS equations.
5.2 CHOICE OF SERIES FOR At
Recall from Section III that the three functions chosen for the circular
orbit terminal condition were expanded in Taylor series about the unknown At
interval. An explicit solution for At was then obtained by reverting the
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Either of the other two series, equations (21) or (23), could have been
used to solve for At. However, as explained in Section IV, the systems of
algebralc equations in the multipliers which result from these two choices,
and which must be solved for the multipliers, do not generally have satisfactory
solutions. Moreover, use of the "Radius" or "Orthogonality" series for computing
time-to-cutoff is not always satisfactory. Reversion of the "Radius" and
"Orthogonality" series yields a term analogous to "Z" in the velocity series.
For the "Radius" series:
R2
_ (x2 + y2) °
= CO
_XU , YV/o
For the "Orthogonallty" series:
-(xu + yv) ° -(RV cos e)°
2(u_ +re) ° 2(u_ +v_) °
where B is the flight path-angle. Both of these terms can cause problems° In
the case of _, if the initial radius exceeds the cutoff radius before other
orbit conditions are met, _ becomes zero and so does At, In some cases 8 may
pass through 90 degrees before orbit is achieved. For an optimal flight
velocity should be increasing until cutoff and no singularity problems encountered.
5°3 REVERSION OF THE VELOCITY SERIES
The reversion or inversion of the velocity series, as noted in Section II_,
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(u2 + v2 - V2co)o + 2(u_ + _-_)(At) + (uu + v_ + _2 + ¢2)(At)2 + ... = 0
or




=z=At +"-_uu+v_+'u 2 +v )(At)2 ÷ ...
2(u6 +re)
The series to be reverted may be written as,
Z = AI(At) + A2(At)2 + .,. + Ai(At)i + ... (31)
and the reverted series written as,
At = BIZ + B2Z2 + ... + B.Z j + ...
J
(32)
where the Bj are in terms of the A i. The coefficients can be obtained by
several methods and are tabulated in numerous mathematical tables and handbooks•
A discussion of series reversion is found in reference 8. Table 5-1 lists the
B. in terms of the u and v time derivatives for the reversion of a slxth-order
J
series to a sixth-order series. Series of lesser orders can be derived from
these formulas.
One problem that arises when the velocity series is reverted is the term
in the denominator of Z.
= 2(uu + w)
= 2u F AI + 2v F A2 + 2uV + 2uV
m m x y
= Ko + KI)'I + K2)_2
5-3





















The problem is that two multipliers occur in the denominator° They dan be put
into the numerator by expanding 8-1 into a series_ but for the values
encountered for Ko, Kl,and E2 the series diverges° Because of this problem the
"g" term in the timeoto-cutoff expression was left as shown above. It was
assumed that the quantities in the denominator could all be measured at any
initial time° The lI arid l,.,_which occur there would be the current values and
would not be directly involved in the solution for the optimal steering function.
The reversion (or inversion) of a series representation for a function is
actually a method for expressing the inverse of that functlor.,. It is equivalent
to finding a zero of the original function, if the original series expansion
is about the orlgln, the inverse series converges to the smallest real root of
the function, If the function has .no real roots,the series will, of course,
not converge to real values. (Complex zeros can be computed, but the _.algorlt_
is very cumbersome and of no use in the guidance problem anyway° ) There are no
convergence problems with multiple real roots9 provided enough terms are taken
in the inverse series°
Equation (31) is a finite sezies and can be regarded as a polynomial
in the unknown variable, Ato Inversion of the polynomlal, which is its own series,
should produce the desired value for At if the original series •is sufficiently
accurate, A study was made to determine what orders of series are necessary
to ensure that an accurate root (corresponding to the actual At) would be
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The A i in equation (31) were evaluated with nominal data from a number
of trajectories. The resulting polynomials, of orders three through six, were
then solved for all of their roots by the Bairstowe method. In nearly all cases
there was one small, real positive root; the others were either complex or
very large, These smallest roots were usually close to nominal At values, and
are referred to as "actual roots"°
After the actual roots of the polynomials were obtained, the roots
obtained from reversions of these polynomials were evaluated and compared to
the actual roots, The orders of the reverted series used (order with respect
to Z) ranged from the order of the origlnal series up through the sixth order.
The notation_ "I to J" indicates a series of order I reverted to one of order J.
These calculations were done for all nominal cases described in Table 4-2.
Representative results are shown in the remainder of this sections
5.4 ITERATED REVERSION FOR At
From Table 5-6, it can be seen that a polynomial or series of relatively
low order can have an acceptable actual root° The third-order series in At,
for example, has •roots which are close to actual At values and not too much more
accuracy is obtained by taking roots of higher order series. Yet, when these
series are reverted to orders three, four, five, or sIK, the values obtained
are unacceptable. Had more terms been taken, the value obtained for At would
have been much more accurate. However, a large number of terms will lead to an
undesirable amount of algebra and complicated formulas for the guidance function.
Because of this problem an investigation was made to find a simpler way to derive
the expression for At.
reversion.
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As noted in Section 5o3, the reversion of a finite series is equivalent
to finding a root of that series° If an estimate of the root is available, the
reverted series may be made to converge more rapldlyo Suppose equation (31)
is written as
Z = AI(T ÷ dr) + A2(T + dr) 2 + ooo (33)
where T is an estimate for At and dt is an u.-_kno-wncorrection such that
+ dt = At. Equation (33) can be rewritten as
Z = (AIT + A2 T2 +A3 T3 + .,.) + (A I + 2A2T + 3A3T3 + ...)(dr)
+ (A 3 + 3A2T + o..)(dt) 2 + .o.
or Z' = A' (dr) + A' (dr) 2
I 2 + ..o (34)
Equation (34) may be reverted for dt which is added to T to obtain At. In some
cases this procedure may involve less complicated formulas than the usual
reversion9 especially if a large number of terms are required in the reverted
Series,
It was assumed that the estimate, T, would somehow be available. During
flight, if At is computed along with the steering angle, the estimate would
be obtained from a previous valuer The estimate might also be made analytically.
A simple and obvious estimate would be T = Z. Whatever estimate is used, it
5°6
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should be sufficiently accurate to determine At after only one iteration, because
I the expression for At must be substi_.uted into the ROTS equations to be solved
for the steering function°
I
This approach was tested using Z for the estimate° For most of the
I
I
cases tested it was not worth the effort because of the complexity of equation
(34) and its reversion. However, for a case involving a flight tlme of 300
seconds and a large gR such as sho_m in Table 5_6_ the approach did seem to have
merit° There is probably less complication In using the "iterative" approach




missions° Further investigation of thls topi,t would be desirable.
5.5 ERROR ANALYSIS
Studies of the errors In the A= expression were carried out to determine










Specific questions considered were: (i) Does the At accuracy depend on AR as
the Y accuracy seems to? (2) What effec_ does a At error have on the accuracy
of the guidance function? (3) How does the At error affect the accuracy of the
guidance function with respect to accuracy at the target orbit?
A number of nominal cases were tested for comparison against analytically
predicted results in much the same way as done wlth the steering angle studies.
Figures 5-1 through 5-4 show tlme histories of the At errors for one nominal
case, and are representative of the pattern found on other cases, For longer
duration flights and larger AR values_ the behavior is the same,but the magnitudes
tend to increase, This Is shown In Figure 5_5 w:nere the percent errors of actual
roots at the beginning of flight are plotted against AR_ There is a tendency
for all orders of series to have increasingly inaccurate roots for At. No























series. Additional cases were observed which were identical to those shown in
Figure 5-5 except for lower thrust levels to obtain longer flight times. For
these cases the behavior was the same and errors were only slightly changed.
Based on these results, it appears that AR is an indication of the order of
series needed for At for a given mission; rather than the expected At.
To determine the sensitivity (to At) of the steering angle computation,
perturbed nominal values of At were used in the ROTS equations. The behavior
of the At error was crudely simulated by perturbing the initial (ignition) At
value 2 percent and 5 percent true values and then linearly decreasing the error
to zero at cutoff (see Figure 5-1). The perturbed At values were then used in the
ROTS equations, and values for multipliers were computed. The effect of the At
error on the solution for the multipliers was then observed. Figure 5-6 shows the
effect on AI for one case and is representative of what was found. It should be
noted that the deliverate error in At is far worse than actual error. Based on
these results, it was decided that no more than a 5 percent error in At would
be acceptable.
The next step in analyzing the sensitivity of the steering angle solution
to errors in tlme-to-cutoff was to stimulate the flight of a vehicle with a
simulated linear error in At. This was done to determine the effect at the
target orbit of an initial error in At combined with the error in the steering
angle solution. The solution of the ROTS (4,3) equations was used to simulate
flights from ignition to orbit for two cases, first with true At and then with
a perturbed true At of -5 percent at ignition to 0 percent at cutoff. Coordinates at
cutoff were then compared with each other and with nominal values. Table 5-7
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Table 5-1. COEFFICIENTS OF REVERTED VELOCITY SERIES
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SECTION VI
TERM ELIMINATION AND SIMPLIFICATION
6.1 SIMPLIFICATION OF THE ROTS EQUATIONS.
Due to the number and complexity of terms in the ROTS (5,4), and lower
order equations, some simplification or elimination of terms is essential.
The need becomes particularly evident when the analytical expression for At
is to be substituted into the ROTS equations. The speed of computation of the
guidance function must also be considered.
Unfortunately, there is no obvious way to proceed in eliminating terms
from the equations. To a large extent, this elimination has been determined
empirically. A significant amount of algebraic simplification can be done,
and this was exploited as far as possible. The formulas for the Rijk£ and
QijkE coefficients appear to some sort of power series in At. (See Table 4-1).
Some time was spent in an effort to derive a general expression for these
coefficients, but it was not successful.
Because each coefficient appears to be a series in At, one would expect
the higher order terms in them to be small, and such is the case. In particu-
lar, the high order derivatives of the gravity potential function contribute
little to the coefficients' values and can be dropped without adverse effects.
Potential derivatives of order four and greater were set to zero and virtually
no change was observed in the solutions of the ROTS equations. This did not
cause any significant simplification, and third-order derivatives were set to
zero. This caused approximately twice as much error in the solution of the
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The next approach to simplification was to eliminate entire R and Q
coefficients° The approach was as follows: In the equation
k_lillJ2l_ 4iR i = S =0J
the terms are summed from the left by increasing powers of the l's. When a
term is encountered which does not significantly alter the previous value of
S, it is eliminated. Solutions to the ROTS equations are computed and compared
to those obtained before the elimination. If they are close, the term is dropped;
otherwise, it is retained. The same is done for the Q coefficients. When
all terms to be dropped have been identified, they are simultaneously eliminated
and the ROTs equations' solution observed. From the above procedure, it was
found that about one fourth of the terms in the ROTS (4,3) equations could
generally be eliminated without varying the error of the solution by more
than + I percent. Some of these terms cause larger errors when eliminated alone;
but when eliminated in combination with others, a smaller error results. Both
the Newton-Raphson and Successive Substitution solutions were examined. Three
terms were noted which could be eliminated when Newton-Raphson was used, but
not when Successive Substitution was used. These terms were retained. The
reason for this discrepency is due to the alteration of the equations' struc-
ture upon which Successive Substitution is dependent. This topic was discussed
in Section 4.6. The coefficients of those terms which were finally eliminated
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Four nominal cases were used to test formulas for term elimination; AAI,
AA24, AAIC, and AA24Co These cases included flight times of 170.34 sec to
373°74 sec and altitude changes of 9.8 km to 18.8 km. Tables 6-1 and 6-2 show
comparisons of the Newtow-Raphson and Successive Substitutions solutions for
hI and X before and after eliminatlng the terms listed above.
It was also noted that terms which could be eliminated by this approach did
not appear to depend on the flight time or altitude change.
6.2 SIMPLIFICATION OF THE U AND V TIME DERIVATIVES
In Section 302 an explanation was given for the algebra used to obtain the
ROTS equations. One of the intermediate steps was to develop polynomial-type
expressions for the u and v time derivatives such that the four multipliers would
appear explicitly and have coefficients involving the state variables and vehicle
parameters.
These expressions have the form,
u(n) = I LnlillJ2lk3A_ 4
L = L(x, y, u, v, m, _, F)
n
6-3
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Two approaches to simplification were employed. The first attempt was to
eliminate numerically insignificant terms and then differentiate the result;
repeating the process until the desired derivatives were obtained. Such a
scheme was mechanized, using the FORMAC computer language to obtain the deri-
vatives in a symbolic form. Only a few terms were found which could be elimina-
• ted, and this approach was discarded.
The second approach was to evaluate the u and v derivatives term-by-
term with nominal data and then sort them by magnitude from largest to smallest.
After this_ the cross terms in products of the derivatives could possibly be
eliminated. This, too, was not feasible because the magnitudes of the terms
changed too unpredictably and ordering them by magnltudewas not generally
possible. No notable success was achieved in the simplification of the u and
v time derivatives.
6.3 SIMPLIFICATION OF THE At EXPRESSION
The expression for At can be considered as a polynomial-type expression in
terms of the multipliers. (See Table 7-1.) The same approach to term elimina-
tion as used for the u and v derivatives was applied to its simplification.
Because At must be raised to at least the fourth power, the number of terms
involved becomes enormous. The expression for At shown in Table 7-I was evalu-
ated, term-by-term, with nominal data and was squared, cubed, etc. Those cross
products which were small compared to the known product were dropped. A large
number of terms were eliminated. However, this work still requires further






















and by large amounts. Some of these terms may have been eliminated from the
formulas when they should not have been.
6.4 SIMPLIFICATION OF THE SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTION SOLUTION
The result of applying the Successive Substitution method to the ROTS
equation has not been carried analytically. Some preliminary work has been
done, and it appears that a considerable amount of algebraic simplification
of the result may be possible. It is planned to use the FORMAC computer
language to carry out the necessary algebra and examine the resulting formu-
la. In a practical sense, one might actually prefer not to have an explicit
solution of the ROTS equations if the numerical equivalent (as isnow being
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COMBINATION OF STEERING ANGLE AND TiME-TO-CUTOFF EXPRESSIONS
It was noted in Section 4.1 that the expressions for the steering angle
and tlme-to-cutoff would be analyzed independently of each other, and the
results of each analysis would be combined. Based on the studies reported in
previous sections, it was decided that a feasible undertaking would be the
substitution of a thlrd-order series for At into the ROTS (4,3) equations.
Solution of the resulting equations would then yield an analytical solution which
would be valid for certain classes of missions. In addition, term elimina-
tion and simplification would be used to reduce the complexity of the equa-
tions as far as possible. Such was done and the resulting formulas were coded,
and numerical results were obtained for comparison with nominal cases.
The expression used for At is shown in Table 7-io This series was sub-
stituted into the R and Q coefficients of the ROTS (4,3) equations. The re-
suiting equations in the multipliers have coefficients similar to the R and Q
coefficients shown in Table 4-1. Instead of the explicit appearance of At a
series expression in terms of Z appears. Table 7-2 displays a samplecdf these
coefficients.
Figures 7-1 through 7-4 are comparisons of nominal and analytical solu-
tions for the steering angle. Figure 7-I indicates a maximum error of about
five degrees early in the flight and was the best result achieved. The other























Time has not allowed the substitution of higher order series for At,
nor a simulated flight according to these formulas. The results obtained were
quite agreeable with what was predicted by the studies reported in Sections
IV and V, and it appears that the development of rather accurate guidance
functions for longer flight times than about 250 seconds can be accomplished
without an unreasonable amount of labor. However, a significant span of time
will be necessary because of the algebra required, and the coding, checking, and
simplification of formulas. Use of a computer language such as FORMAC for
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Table 7-1. EXPRESSION FOR At USED TO DEVELOP ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR
GUIDANCE FUNCTION, OBTAINED FROM THIRD-ORDER SERIES AND
EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF MULTIPLIERS
2
At= Yoooo+ Y1000Xl+ VOlOO½ + Y2000_ + Y0200x2
+ YLI00 _ _2 + Y0111 _2 X3 X4 + Y1011 iI X3 X4 + Yl101 X1 X2 X4
+ YIIIO X1 }' 2+ X2 2+ 2 X32 X3 + 71002 XI X4 70120 >'3 Y0210 X
X2 X4 + XI X2 + 2 }, + 3+ Y2001 1 YI200 2 Y2100 XI 2 Y3000 X1
+ Y0300 X3 + 2 X2+ _I }2 _'4 + 2 X32 Y2200 XI Y1201 Y2110 _I >'2
+ Y1210 XI X2 2 12 X4 + X3 A3 + >'1 X4X3 + 72101 X1 70310 2 73001
X4 + X4 + X1 X2 2 + XI X2 2+ 74000 1 70400 2 Y1220 _'3 Y1202 }'4
2 12 2 2 _'2 2 X2 _.2 X3+ Y2120 X1 X_ + Y2102 X1 Z; + Y2210. 1 2
2 2 X4 + XI 2 }'3 X4 + 2 >'2 X3 X4+ Y2201 XI _'2 YI211 X Y2111 X1
3 X2 _4 + XI 3 X4 + 3 X2 X3 + X1 2 13+ Y3101 XI YI301 X2 Y3110 X1 YI310 X
4 X4 + 4 X3 + X_ 2 2 + 2 2 2+ Y4001 XI TO410 X2 Y2202 >'2 X4 Y2220 XI X X3
2 2 X3 ,l4 + XI 3 X3 X4 + y3 3 X2 X3 X4+ Y2211 XI _'2 71311 X2 iii }'I
_3 X2 2 + _I 3 2 + 4 2+ Y3102 i X4 Y1320 X2 X3 Y4002 X1 X4
4 2
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Table 7-2. SAMPLES OF Q' COEFFICIENTS AFTER SUBSTITUTION
OF SERIES EXPRESSION FOR At
Z2








Z3 2 2z2 2 z2 2+2 u
L6 ---_.-- L 2 - _ L3 _ L5
6
Z3 Z3 Z3 2
2 2 + 4 L6 + 2 L5 + 4 u L5
Z 3 Z3 4 Z3 2 2
2 L6 + 4 v L 2 L6 + 2 + 4
v L2 _ _ L 2 _ L 2 L3
4 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3
L3 " 3_ u L12 - 3"--_" _'13 - _ L2 L5 " T- L3 L6)
1 3
L 5 +_ Y L 6 +'_
3 Z 2
v L 3 +_ u L2)(Z - _- u L5
Z 3 2 L6
+ 4 _'_ v L2
I +2 u L5 + 2 1 2 + 1 2+ (I x LI2 + _ y LI3 3 _ v L 6 + _ L I _ L
Z 2 Z 2 Z2 Z 2
1 L2)(Z L5 L6 L22 L32+_" -?--u -T'-v "T" "_'-"
Z3 Z 3 Z3 4
Z3 2 L5 + 4 2 L6 + 4 2 L6 + 2
Z3 4 Z3 Z3 Z3
Z3 2 2+2 ---v
+ 4 _-_ L2 L3 _-_ L3 - _- u LI2 36 LI3 - _-- L2 L5
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SECTION VIII
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPSY COMPUTER PROGRAM
The numerical results shown in this report were generated by a computer
program named "TOPSY". Because numerical tests of the formulas against v_ml-
hal trajectories were necessary, the testing process:_as: automated as +fsr as
posslble in order to handle a larger number of cases. TOPSY is written almost
entirely in FORTRAN IV for the IBM 7094 operating under IBSYS. The source
program of about 3000 cards was put on tape_ and the IBSYS's ,alter" routines
were used to modify the program when desired; e.g., for term elimination.
A collection of nominal trajectories for purposes of comparison was obtained
from the MSFC V-I program and written on another tape. With this set-up
a large variety of information could be convenlently obtalned._:Numerous
options are available for timing certain computations, plotting results, etc.
Approximately 28 hours of computer time were made available for this stddy
through the MSFC Computation Laboratory under the Resource Sharing Program.
Depending upon the options called for, average compilation and execution time
for a single nominal time history is three to five minutes. Compilation time
accounts for about 80 percent of the run time.
A skeleton flow chart of TOPSY is shown in Figure 8-1. A brief descrip-
tion of each routine is given below.
TOP1: MAIN SECTION
TOP1 serves as a driver for the rest of the program. Its main functions
are to search the d@ta tape for the correct nominal, and to call the sub-
programs in their proper sequence. Subprograms are called and their sequences
are determined by the particular assignment and can be manipulated by altera-
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TOP2 : DATAIN
This subroutine reads vehicle constants, cut-off parameters, pertur-
bations, and state variables at each time point.
TOP3: GRAPOT
This subroutine computes the gravitational potential derivatives through
the sixth order.
TOP_: LCOEF
Using nominal data read by DATAIN and values from GRAPOT, this subroutine
computes "L coefficients" which are the coefficients of the lambdas in the
u and v derivatives.
TOP5: UVDER
Lambda values from ithe MAIN SECTION and L's" from LCOEF are used to compute
u and v derivatives through the sixth order. These values are used in later
subroutines to compute coefficients and remainder terms of the radius, velo-
city, and orthogonality Taylor series expansions.
TOP6: COEFDT
This routine computes coefficients of the Tay_r series expansions for
the Radius, Orthogonallty, and Velocity series. Remainder terms are also
calculated. Any order of these series up through sixth can be reverted to
any order up through sixth. Actual roots of these series can also be cal-
culated by the Balrstowe method.
TOP7: RPQ
This routine computes values for the R and Q coefficients for series of
orders through the fifth for the radius equation:and the fourth for the ortho-
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TOP8: REVSV
This subroutine solves the ROTS system of equations for lambdas using
the successive substitution method. The matrix of the linear coefflcie_ts
is solved by a Gauss-Jorday metho_ thus obtaining approximations for succes-
sive substitutions.
TOP9: ROTS
The same system of equations dealt with in REVSV is solved by the Newton-
Raphson method using nominal lambdas for initial estimates and a Gaussian
solution of the linear equations. The equations are solved simultaneously
for the lambda_ and the_results are converted to the stee£ing angle values. The




Runge-Kutta integration scheme. Nominal or computed values are read at the
initial time point and are use d to obtain lambda values from REVSV. The
calculated lambdas and initial nominal values are used in this subroutine
to find new values for the state variables. These new values are then trans-
ferred to TOP1 where required calculations are performed before entering
routines _o compute new lambdas for the integration scheme in TRAJS.
TOPII: RUNKUT
This is a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme used in TRAJS to
integrate the equations of motion.
TOPI2: SIMEQ
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TOP13: GAUJOR
This subroutine used in REVSV is a Gauss-Jorday solution of simultaneous


































































DISCUSSION OF THE FORMAC COMPUTER lANGUAGE FOR SYMBOLIC COMPUTATIONS
FORMAC, an experimental programming language developed by IBM, can mani-
pulate mathematical expressions, and perform routine algebraic calculations and
symbolic differentiation. It is an "extension" of FORTRAN IV, thus pr6vlding
the capability of performing both numerical computations and symbol manipu-
lations in the same program. Full FORTRANIV capability and implementation under
the IBM 7094 IBSYS Monitor system makes the transition to FORMAC extremely
easy for an experienced FORTRAN programmer.
In this study, FORMAC was used to duplicate some of the symbolic differ-
entiation and algebraic expansions that had previously been done by hand. The
results were quite encouraging, especially in the area of differentiation. A
major goal was to become familiar with the system and to fully realize the
capabilities and limitations of the system.
The major problem encountered was maintaining an adequate amount of
storage for free llst, that is, the storage area used to develop and store
expressions. Since the size of an expression and the number of computer words
required to store it cannot be predicted, this situation caused the termina-
tion of numerous jobs because of non-availabillty of free list area.
The problem of insufficient core storage has two major aspects. First,
the amount Of core storage required for the FORTRAN library and FORMAC sub-
routines often leaves insufficient free list for a given program. Second,





















it is difficult to make efficient use of this area.
the only available procedure to debug a program.
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Often trial and error is
Overlay can be used if it is anticipated that all available free list
will be used. Object time routines can be swapped in and out of core storage
when necessary. This allows the space they would occupy to be used as extra
free list. However, an adequate free llst area could not always be obtained
by this technique because of necessary communication between some routines
which required most of them to be in core storage simultaneously.
Elimination of expressions that are no longer needed releases the area
that they occupied to become free llst. This can be accomolished by the "erase"
command. Also, expressions that may be required later but whldh are not needed
at a given time may be erased and regenerated when needed again. Thlsis_
in effect, a trade of computing time for storage area. Also, intermediate
results can be stored on tape and read from tape as required.
Some problems can be segmented. That is, one program may be broken into
several smaller programs with the output of the first becoming input to the
second, etc. Again, tape or cards may be used as a communication medium at
the programmer's discretion.
Readability of output, especially where long complicated expressions were
involved, was another areaof concern, Output is in the regular FORTRAN expres-
























FORMAC promises to be a very powerful mathematical tool, both in capability
and ease of program implementation. However, the size of the maximum expres-
sion which can be handled is dependent on the number of computer words which
make up the free llst. The size of the free list varies according to the size
of the object program, the number of FORTRAN library routines used, and the
number of FORMAC subroutines required. Overlay and other programming techni-
ques can be used to increase the size of the free list. However, this still
























This formal, analytical approach to certain types of two-point boundary
condition problems has been shown to be feasible. For problems of this type,
which occur in optimal guidance, the approach has been shown to be effective.
Results have been obtained which are in close agreement with numerical solutions
obtained from the usual trial- and-error mehtods. Correlation between nominal
trajectories and those predicted by the analytical solution has been demon-
strated for a variety of circular orbit missions, and this indicates that
favorable, special cases have not been inadvertently used.
One of the outstanding problems encountered was the series for time-to-
cutoff. As the data in this report indicate, a rather high order series will
be required for missions where "large _taltitude changes and flight times are
necessary. Problems will occur primarily in developing the powers of At.
However, there will be a correspondingly greater number of terms that can be
eliminated when these formulas are developed. Those terms which can be elim-
inated will be the most complicated expressions. Most of the labor expended
i
in this area will be in eliminating nonessential terms and in simplification.
The •"single iteration" method for obtaining At, using a formula for the
estimate, should be investigated further. It may be worth consideration for
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Even with the complicated expressions now being used to calculate the
guidance functions, it requires only about one second of computer time to
determine the optimal steering angle. This is for a FORTRAN-compiled program
on the IBM 7094, computing the steering angle by the Successive Substitution
method. A number of auxiliary computations are also performed in this program
which are included In this time, but which are not essential to the steering
angle evaluation.
Perhaps the most bothersome problem has been the elimination of terms
and algebraic simplifications desired in order to reduce the guidance formu-
las to expressions that are manageable and feasible for implementation. This
area of study still requires work. At best, it is a tedious and time-consuming
activity. For the problem studied, much of the work was automated. Any
future studies of this nature should be carefully planned, giving considera-
tion to automation from the start. It would be very desirable to have expres-
sions for "the general term" in many of the formulas used. This would not
only be for the sake of elegance, but to have some sort of rational guide to
the analytical developments and simplifications.
After consideration of the results achieved to date on the circular
orbit problem, it is recommended that no further work be done on it unless an
implementation study is anticipated. The result of using a higher order series
for time-to-cutoff should be evident from the results obtained. Orders of
series and numbers of terms required for given circular orbit missions can be
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It is recommended that this same approach be applied to a more general
problem in optimal guidance. Transfer from a specified point to a conic
path or transfer between orbits appears to be a reasonable undertaking at
this time. The availability of acomputer language such as FORMAC to handle
many of the routine differentiations and substitutions required is a tre-
mendous asset in this sort of work. Preliminary analysis of some of these
more general problems has been initiated. To date no refined numerical
results are available, but it appears from initial calculations that these
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